HLC-80
Jaws Scrap Chopper

Features
- Handles up to 1 1/4" High Tensile Banding and Seals
- Top Mounted Release Handle Prevents Misfeed
- Reversible Cutter Blades for Double the Life
- Fast Processing up to 110 Feet Per Minute
- Scrap Yards Readily Accept 3" Pieces
- No Special Electrical Requirements
Advantages of the HLC-80 Scrap Chopper

The Samuel Model HLC-80, Jaws, processes any waste steel banding, up to 1 1/4" wide, with seals, into three inch pieces to make clean up and recycling fast and easy. High tension strapping is no problem for this machine.

The HLC-80 has two models, that either mount on a standard open-top drum or stand independently over the drum. The semi-automatic infeed of this machine is easy to use. Insert one end of the band and Jaws will handle the rest.

The tough 3/4 horsepower overload protected motor and flywheel operate on standard 110-volt power to provide smooth continuous feeding of strapping. As operator safety is a prime concern in the design of Jaws, gloves and safety glasses must be worn at all times.

Quite simply, Jaws is your best investment for a safe disposal method of waste strapping, saving forklift tires, dumpster space, and the chances of worker injury.